Abstract: Cryoablation protocols can be assessed using temperature distributions in the ablated region obtained from numerical simulations. During in-vivo studies of cardiac cryoablation the exact positioning of the used applicator is not always known, leading to possible deviations between experiments and simulations. To assess the effects of alternative tip-applicator positionings on the temperature profile of the tip-applicator finite element models of different alignments (horizontal and vertical) and insertion depths (1.5-4.5 mm for the vertical alignment) were simulated. Only small deviations in the temperature profiles were found between the simulated variants that mainly depend on the tissue contact area. Quasi-stationary temperatures were in a close range with an absolute difference below 4
Introduction
Cardiac cryoablation is a minimally invasive therapeutic intervention for the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias and presents a less risky alternative to commonly applied radiofrequency (RF) ablation techniques with diagnostical and therapeutical advantages [1] . Disadvantages compared to RF ablation, e.g. longer intervention durations and higher recurrence rates, give rise to a high number of investigations focusing on the optimization of the cryoablation procedure. Different cryoablation protocols can be assessed using temperature distributions in the ablated region obtained from numerical simulations as described in [1] . During in-vivo cryoablation interventions the exact orientation and insertion depth of the used tip-applicator is not always known, leading to possible deviations between experiments and simulations. To investigate the influence of different tip-applicator positionings on the temperature profile in the applicator tip, a comparison of different profiles obtained by simulating alternative tip-applicator positionings provides a reasonable method.
Methods
For the simulation of temperature distributions in the ablated myocardium the Effective Heat Capacity Model was Figure 1 : Model of the vertically aligned applicator with marked boundaries (a-f ) used for the simulation of 3.5 mm insertion depth. Gold: tip-applicator; Blue: applicator tube; Red: myocardium.
used [2] , enabling the consideration of metabolic heat generation and blood perfusion in biological tissues as well as effects of enthalpy of fusion occurring at the phase transition during freezing. A true to scale model of a 9 Fr 8 mm tip applicator applied to a myocardial layer with 6 mm thickness was used for simulating the cryoablation procedures as shown in [3] (see Figure 1) . To compare the effects of alternative applicator positionings different orientations (horizontal and vertical) and insertion depths for the vertical variant (1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 mm insertion depth) were simulated. To consider the heating of surrounding tissue and blood Cauchy boundary conditions were used. To validate the simulated results, experimentally recorded temperature profiles at the applicator tip obtained from a previously described animal study with domestic pigs were used [3] . For defining the parameters of the boundary condition describing the heat flux at the inner surface of the tip applicator (boundary f ) mass flow profiles recorded by the ablation system during the cryoablation procedure in the animal study were examined. The temperature profiles used for the validation of simulations and boundary conditions for the heat flux at the inner surface of the applicator were also used in [3] to obtain a simulated temperature profile for the horizontally aligned tip-applicator. 
Results
In Figure 2 four temperature profiles obtained from the invivo studies are compared with the simulated profiles computed by the model shown in Figure 1 . The profiles of the horizontally and vertically aligned applicators do not exhibit significant temperature differences. The maximum deviations are observed in the increasing refrigerant flow phase (between approximately 8 and 13 s after the start of the ablation procedure). The cooling rates of the vertically oriented tip-applicators raised marginally with increasing insertion depth. The minimal temperatures during the steady flow of the refrigerant (beginning approximately 13 s after the start of the ablation procedure until the end of freezing) did not vary significantly (−76.03
• C for the horizontally aligned applicator vs. −75.82 to −79.56
• C for the vertically aligned applicators after 240 s freezing) showing the coldest temperature computed in the vertically aligned applicator with the deepest position.
Discussion
The results generated from our simulations indicate a negligible difference between the temperature profiles of the horizontally and vertically oriented applicator variants, although the thermocouple of the horizontally aligned tipapplicator is located closer to the blood stream compared to the variants with vertical entrance angle. A reasonable explanation is the high conductivity of the tip-applicator material (copper) causing a strong reduction of temperature differences over the tip-applicator volume. The variations are primarily caused by the differing tissue contact area of the simulated models. The increasing insertion depth reduces the area in contact with the surrounding blood flow, which is one of the main antagonists of the cooling effect induced by the refrigerant. The differences between applicator temperatures decrease immediately after the steady flow of the refrigerant is reached. The minimal temperatures show only marginal differences of about 4
• C after 240 s freezing, which is consistent with findings in the literature [4] . To compare temperature profiles obtained from different positionings of the applicator additional experimental studies are objectives of our future work.
